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Squam’s Land Trust

Bell Ringing Celebrates Family’s 
Commitment to Squam
Columbus Day weekend, while many people were closing their 
homes and saying goodbye to Squam for the season, a small 
group of friends and neighbors gathered on Jimmy Point for a 
bell-ringing in celebration of a very special gift from the Gil and 
Sally Steward Family. This beautiful, five-acre point of land and 
two islands, located at the entrance to Squaw Cove, was given 
to the Lakes Region Conservation Trust with the understanding 
that it would be returned to its natural state and protected 
in perpetuity by the Squam Lakes Conservation Society. In 
accordance with the donors’ wishes, LRCT has removed all 
the buildings from the property and SLCS has executed a 
conservation easement. This amazing property will now flourish 
in its natural state forever.

The enormity of this gift is best described in this recent note from the donor’s daughter, Lisa Steward.

As everyone here knows, Squam Lake is a treasure and the Steward family has been blessed and privileged to share in 
its beauty for many years. This moment fulfills Gil and Sally’s 
dream to see the land preserved—given back to nature as they 
found it—a testament to their commitment to honor what 
makes Squam such a unique and special place.

As we say goodbye to the family camp, we are comforted by the 
many cherished memories we have of at least four generations 
of Stewards who enjoyed fishing, swimming, boating and 
especially the fellowship with family and friends on this lake. 
Living up to their name, the Stewards have certainly shown 
what it is to be a good steward of this land.

Squam will truly be missed, but never, ever forgotten.

Lisa Steward

The Jimmy Point Preserve may be visited on foot or by way of non-motorized watercraft. Camping, fires and anything 
which could disrupt the natural environment are prohibited. Enjoy the beauty, peace and tranquility given to all 
by the Steward family. May this gift teach us, “that which we allow to exist, to flourish freely according to its own 
rhythms, is superior to anything our little hands create.” (William Powers in Whispering in the Giant’s Ear)
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Front: Chris Lawler, PJ Blankenhorn, Frank Stevens, Tony Wagner, Alex Field 
Standing: Jennifer Larochelle, Paul Guyre, Sue Speers, Ronnie Guyre, Lisa 
Wardlaw, Tom Stepp, Gus Whitcomb, Roger Larochelle, Don Berry (LRCT), 
Lucy Vaill, Tom Vaill, Anne Richards, John Coolidge.



Reflections on this year’s wonderful Annual Meeting at Camp Deerwood: how many of us have been shaped 
by attending camp? Furthermore, how have camps shaped the community and landscape we experience today?

Squam is widely recognized as the birthplace of 
organized youth camps. It began in 1881, with 
the founding of Camp Chocorua, which led to 
Camp Algonquin (1886), Camp Asquam (1887), 
Groton School Camp (1893), Camp Hale (1900), 
and a long string of camps (see sidebar). These 
youth camps not only spread throughout Squam’s 
shores, but eventually across New England, this 
nation, and beyond. In my view, the notion of 
building character through outdoor experiences 
in a supportive community, succinctly referred to 
as “camp,” is Squam’s greatest export ever.

The 1947 Cardinal Newman Camp brochure 
(formerly located in Center Harbor) states  
“…what is of greatest importance is to make 
every prudent effort to build characters as we 
are building bodies. This is precisely the work 
of the well conducted summer camp.” Building 
character is what camp is all about, whether a 
family camp or organized camp.

A description of the 
Groton School Camp in 
1894 explains “The rule 
in all the boys’ camps, 
of which there are four 
or five on Squam Lake, 
is that every boy, rich or 
poor, shall have some 
two hour’s real work 
to do after breakfast… 
little squads will be 
seen employed, some 
sawing wood for the 
fires, making beds, 
sweeping or scrubbing 
floors, clearing up the camp, making paths or roads, cleaning out the boats, filling 
lamps…” A letter from a camper in the same year saw it a different way: “There is lots 
and lots more things I would like to tell you about but there is so much fun out here 
that I want to be having some.”

Today, Camp Deerwood, Singing Eagle Lodge and Camp Hale are Squam’s only 
remaining traditional youth camps. But experiencing a connection of spirit and the 
outdoors, nature, community, simple living, and the boost derived from overcoming 
challenges was and remains deeply embedded into the fabric of our Squam community. 
In other words, the ethos that incubated organized camps is parallel with our ethos of 
land conservation today. It’s comforting to think of SLCS as an extension of the promise 
of camp. May we continue to be worthy of that honor. Onward…

Onward . . . Thoughts from Our Executive Director
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Squam Camps:
Algonquin
Aloha
Asquam
Cardinal Cushing
Chocorua
Cloyne School
Daugherty School 

of Music
Deerwood
Groton School
Hale
Harvard Engineering
I’Lee
Jonor
Little Squam Lodges
Penowee
Pinelands School 

for Girls
Pocassett
Sherwood Forest
Singing Eagle Lodge
Squamasee
St. Catherine’s 

in the Mountains
Wachusett
Wakonda
Wawbewawa
Winnetaska
Winona Fields
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Annual Meeting
Tim Vaill, SLCS Chairman

The sweeping vista from Camp Deerwood’s front porch of the 
Squam Lake shoreline and the glorious mountains beyond, much 
of which is in conservation, was the backdrop for the 2013 SLCS 
Annual Meeting in August. As extensive a panorama as that is, 
the enormous impact of the GLOBAL conservation movement 
was lodged in our minds by the special guest speaker from The 
Nature Conservancy, CEO Mark Tercek.

The comments and facts we heard from Mr. Tercek underscored quite convincingly that the world-wide movement 
toward conservation is nothing but huge and profound—with an estimated 16 million 
acres under conservation in the 
US alone. Thus the baby steps 
we have taken within the 42,000 
acre Squam Lake watershed 
were put into perspective. That 
said, the thousands of baby 
steps actually taken by SLCS 
over its 50+ year experience are 
enormously important. In fact, to 

us, the families and friends who cherish these peaceful 
lands and prize their pristine beauty, believe them to be 
“giant steps.” For mankind to accomplish the meaningful 
and worthy global conservation goals over the next 
millennium, it will take hundreds—if not thousands—of 
organizations like SLCS continuing their work in their 
communities, taking their baby steps.

We are extremely proud of the work we have done with 
SLCS over the years, and expect to do much more before 
we’re through. The baby steps taken by SLCS will be seen 
as a crucial part of the conservation fabric that we will 
weave together throughout the world.

Reuse, Recycle, Raise Money
Congratulations to our amazing 
members who took the Coffee Cup 
Challenge and brought their silver 
SLCS travel cups to this year’s Annual 
Meeting!! We challenged you to 
break the 2012 record and 75 of you 
did just that. By reusing your coffee 
mug you helped raise $3,000.00 for SLCS, more 
than double the amount raised in 2012!!

A special thanks to our four sponsors who each 
donated $10.00 per cup.

Communications Committee Chair, Molly Whitcomb 
is already planning for Coffee Cup Challenge 2014 
and is looking for eight sponsors willing to donate 
$5/cup at next year’s Annual Meeting! So take care 
of those cups, pick-up another one at our office, and 
put a note in your calendar—we have a new record 
to break!

Welcome Our New Board Directors
Patsy Carega lives in Sandwich where she owns and operates the Patricia Ladd Carega Gallery. 
In 2009 Patsy hosted our Annual Meeting in her Gallery and helped organize our Conservation 
Through Art fundraiser. An avid kayaker and hiker, she loves Squam’s beautiful, pristine shores 
and has become keenly interested in protecting this magnificent watershed. “I very much look 
forward to becoming even more involved in land conservation as a SLCS Board member.”

Martha Macomber lives at Holderness School with husband Jory and their three children, where 
she teaches history and works in the communications department. The Macombers also enjoy 
spending time at their home on Dog Cove. Her involvement in SLCS includes recording, archiving 
the oral history of local residents, and producing two films. She has served on both the Holderness 
School Board and town Budget Committee and currently serves on the NH Public Radio Board.

John Thompson and wife Carol live year-round in Center Harbor on Dog Cove. He has been 
an SLCS land monitor for 20 years and enjoys his annual fall hikes on conservation lands. When 
asked why he agreed to join the Board he said, “Squam is my home and the gathering place 
for my family. I have told my grandchildren that I am working to make sure they can show their 
grandchildren the same Squam that I show them now. I am looking forward to helping us increase 
our protection of the land for our children and our children’s children.”
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All Things Stewardship . . .
Mill Brook: A Story of Education, Collaboration and Stewardship

In 1995 Donald Latulippe of Ashland NH gifted to Squam Lakes 
Conservation Society the property just east of our current office 
site. Although it isn’t a large parcel, it contains such unique natural 
features that it’s become the gift that keeps on giving, and not 
only to SLCS. The Mill Brook property has provided a venue for 
research, education, observation and collaboration.

Here’s what’s happening with SLCS and its partners on 
Mill Brook today:

Research - Learning About the Impact of Human Activities 
on Streams:
Plymouth State University’s Center for the Environment (CFE) is 

overseeing a network of 100 water quality sensors around New Hampshire streams and rivers, one of which is on 
Mill Brook. Data from the Mill Brook sensor will allow researchers to understand the impact of human activities 
(for example, land use or road salt application) on hydrology and water quality. Partners include Plymouth State 
University Center for the Environment (CFE); National Science Foundation (NSF) Experimental Program to Stimulate 
Competitive Research (EPSCoR) and the University of New Hampshire.

Invasive Species Education:
Along with its unique natural features, the Mill Brook property is plagued with an extensive and destructive number 
of non-native plant species that are crowding out the native trees and altering the forest ecosystem. If you walk 
through Mill Brook you will see a forest stripped of understory with 
prehistoric looking vines climbing up dying maple and ash trees. As 
part of our stewardship goal to help landowners maintain healthy 
forest ecosystems we are using Mill Brook as a demonstration site for 
removal of invasive species and restoration of a healthy forest. 

White Sucker Observation and Monitoring:
If you were to go to Mill Brook in mid-April you would see a stream 
that looks a little like Storrow Drive at rush hour, except instead 
of cars it’s full of white sucker. These fish, with tail-fins in constant 
motion, are working against the current to lay their eggs in the 
spring spawning season. It’s nature’s way of defining tenacity, and is 
truly an activity worth witnessing.

SLCS has worked closely with NH Fish and Game to establish guidelines for harvesting white sucker in Mill Brook. We 
request that the public inform us when they remove fish from the stream and to do so in minimal numbers. 

Congratulations 2013 Davenport Award Winner
SLCS thanks and honors Fred Lavigne for his stewardship of protected 
properties, dedication to conservation in all its dimensions, and his quiet and 
effective leadership.

Fred Lavigne has served as a SLCS property monitor and Stewardship Committee 
member for nearly a decade. He serves on the Sandwich Conservation Commission 
and is a volunteer for the Wonaloncet Out Door Club and Mead Base Conservation 
Center. In 1998 he and his wife, Evelyn MacKinnon, helped form the Friends of the 
Sandwich Range in an effort to expand the boundaries of the existing Sandwich 
Range Wilderness.

“The clearest way into the Universe is through a forest wilderness.”
John Muir
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Bittersweet - 
More Bitter than Sweet
One of the most significant local threats to tree health 
and survival is the Oriental Bittersweet vine (Celastrus 
orbiculatus) which literally strangles otherwise healthy 
trees to death!

Oriental Bittersweet is an extremely invasive species 
which spreads rapidly, the seeds being dispersed mostly 
by birds but partly by humans as they collect and use the 
vines for decoration. It has tremendous climbing abilities 
to over 60 feet, and wraps itself around trees and bushes 
and eventually strangles or smothers them to death.

Before it was recognized as a destructive invasive species, 
Oriental Bittersweet vine was planted along roadsides 
to help control soil erosion. From this start, and from 
bird-aided dispersal, it has now taken over landscapes, 
roadsides, and woods.

How Bittersweet Kills Trees 
Oriental Bittersweet damages and kills trees in three ways:

Strangulation - Oriental Bittersweet can cripple and kill the plants it 
parasitically grows on by wrapping tightly around them. This is called 
“girdling.” As the tree grows, the vines tighten and thicken gradually 
to cut a deep groove around the trunk, branch, or twig. Wrapping 
around the tree trunk, over time, the vine wears off the bark around 
the trunk and chokes off the transfer of nutrients through the phloem, 
a vital, thin inner bark layer. In some languages (German for instance) 

Asiatic Bittersweet is 
also called the “tree 
strangler.”

Blocking light - Oriental Bittersweet eventually overtops the tree and 
prevents sunlight from reaching the leaves of the tree. Photosynthesis is 
prevented and the tree cannot grow.

Pulling down the tree - Main feeder vines can grow to 4 inches in 
diameter and throw off dozens of tough shoots that reach up to the 
branches. As the tree grows taller, the branches remain firmly anchored 
by these shoots to the ground. At first the branches are bent down, then 
literally ripped off. If the vine climbs up on a young tree, the top of the 
tree is simply pulled down into a tighter and tighter arc until it breaks 
the trunk off. Finally, where these vines have girdled a trunk, the tree 
may break off in high winds.

Oriental Bittersweet is totally indiscriminate in what it chooses to 
overrun, and can often be seen running along telephone poles, guy 
wires and telephone lines. When it grows unchecked in a forest, the 
entire woodland soon becomes a tangle of dead trees that appear to be 
alive only because the tops are so full of Bittersweet.

Source material from Lexington Tree Committee Oriental Bittersweet on Mill Brook property owned by SLCS 
to be removed in the next phase of our restoration project.
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How the Squam Lake Islands Got their Names continued...
Nancy Grady 

The year 1886 appears to have been a busy one for Squam real estate. 
Milton Richardson brought a trio of islands named The Three Sisters 
for his daughters, Harriet, Louise, and Mildred. The northwest island 
had been given to a Hadley in a deed from his grandfather, John Piper, 
and is still called Hadley today. The next has been called Morrison but 
also had been known as Itheka until Richardson gave it to Morrison.

Moon Island was referred to as George Mooney Island who was 
presumed to have been a descendant of Hercules Mooney, the first 
school master in Holderness. George farmed on Mooney Point and 
sold the island to Isabelle Curtis from Manchester, Massachusetts in 

1904. There she entertained her many nieces and nephews in a cabin with a small kitchen with wood stove, a great room 
and three small sleeping rooms. They gave names to the beaches and paths such as “Edna-Maud Beach” and “Romany 
Patterson Path” named for gypsy moths. Everyone was expected to swim and wash in the lake daily and in those days the 
mail boat stopped at noon delivering food as well as mail. The cabin was struck by lightning and burned to the ground in 
a freak fall thunderstorm in 1894. By this time Moon was owned by Isabelle’s nephew, Hale Ham, who eventually sold the 
island to the Squam Lakes Association in 1988.

The Ashland Steam company used the lake all year long for transportation with barges in summer and sleds during the 
winter. In 1891 they announced a forty-acre development to be called Kesumpe Point. This had earlier been referred to as 
Webster Point.

A map from 1892 refers to Moon Island as Flat Island and Sturtevant Island is now High Haith. At that time Center Harbor 
Neck was named Point Peace. Harold Jefferson Coolidge bought Duck, Utopia and Long Island in 1894 with Camp 
Wonalancet already on it. In 1893 other Coolidge cousins bought 110-acre Hoag Island after the owner, Anna Wiggen, 
failed to pay the taxes. An early Coolidge arranged for local farmers to pasture their sheep on Hoag to maintain its open 
space. This was a common custom used to keep many islands from becoming overgrown and to keep sheep free from 
marauding bears. When a bear swam easily from shore to Hoag the farmers went in hot pursuit. One man managed to 
finish off the bear with his .22 rifle! The pelt was made into a bearskin rug and presented to the Coolidge family. Today 
Hamilton Coolidge recalls drying his wet feet after the morning swim on that rug over the years. In earlier years Hoag was 
name for Timothy Peaslee and later for Daniel Hoag who sadly drowned near the shore in 1855.

To the west of Long Island there are a pile of rocks named The Hubbles. Hubble is a Gaelic word appropriately meaning 
“rocky place.” The Hubbles were created in 1900 by Daniel Michell of Plymouth by bringing barges loaded with earth and 
stones to the original pile in the lake, as did Captain Carnes in Carnes Cove. In the same area Potato Island was originally 
named Elizabeth. It was purchased in 1947 by Miles Bennett whose daughter, Marilyn Bennett Adams, now owns it. Anne’s 
Island became Laurel.

Groton Island was originally called Wiloughby and was named for the family whose farm was on the shore nearby. Following 
in the path of Camp Chocorua for boys, The Groton School in Massachusetts started the Groton Camp on Groton Island 
in the early 1890’s to give city kids a taste of nature. When Edwin Webster built his house, Burleigh Brae, on Burleigh Farm 
in 1912, he was shocked to find the campers swimming nude! In fear of exposing his lovely wife, Jenny, to such vulgarity 
when he took her boating, he bought a similar island in Newfound Lake for the school to replace the camp on Squam. But 
the name still stands and there are even initials of famous Groton scholars carved in the ruins of the old camp.

Many islands have names concerning nature which are pretty simple and there 
remain several not named at all on the Brad Washburn map which was created in 
the 1960’s. In Carnes Cove we have two small islands named Checkerberry and Little 
Groton, though few can agree which is which. In Squaw Cove Daphne Mowatt has 
donated to conservation a tiny atoll she calls Twig after her family name for her 
daughter. Two little islands in Bear Cove are nameless although nearby neighbors 
may have made their own choices. 

Over the years many names have changed. Livermore Cove, now so called for 
the mountain as well as the old hotel which sadly burned many years ago, was 
originally named Jewell Cove for nearby residents. Five Finger Point was Ethridge Point and Cove. Finisterre Point 
was Coit’s and what was Ruhe’s Cove is now Bennett’s. It will be interesting to see what name changes continue to 
take effect over the long term on Squam. May we work together to maintain Squam’s beautiful, uncrowded natural 
watershed for future generations.
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Landowner Networking
On a crisp September morning more than a dozen SLCS 
landowners braved white caps on the lake to motor out to 
meet Michael and Loring Dworkin on Hoag Island. Since 
2009 SLCS has held a conservation easement protecting 95 
acres and 11,000 feet of shoreline on this 112-acre island. 
Michael, a trustee of the Hoag Island Preservation Trust, was 
a fountain of knowledge about the island’s early history, 
its five historic camps, and the complicated economics 
governing island life. The group shared ideas and concerns 
about generational succession, privacy issues and other 
topics of interest to landowners of easement properties.

This was the second excursion planned exclusively for 
landowners of SLCS protected properties. They are, in fact, 
the foundation of SLCS. We are fortunate that all but nine of our easements are still owned by the original donors. Of 
the nine properties with new owners, some have been transferred to the next generation and a few have been sold 
out of the family. SLCS stays in contact with its landowners in many ways including annual property monitoring, 

The Squam Lookout, our Annual Meeting and special events. The staff at 
SLCS is ready to assist all landowners with questions they have regarding 
conservation easements or the care of their conservation land. 

Our Landowner Excursions will continue in 2014 with new adventures 
and opportunities for our landowners to connect with each other and 
SLCS for fun and conversation. 

Office News
New Intern Joins SLCS Staff
We are delighted to introduce Zak Brohinsky as our 2013 intern. Zak joined our 
team in mid-August and has been instrumental in helping to move forward a 
number of conservation projects slated for completion in the next few months. 
He has been working closely with Roger on deed research, conservation easement 
preparation and GIS mapping.

Zak holds a B.A. in Environmental Science from Plymouth State University and 
an M.S. in Conservation Planning from University of Massachusetts Amherst. In 
addition to working two days a week in our office, he works part-time for the Plymouth Area Renewable 
Energy Initiative and teaches GIS mapping at PSU. He currently lives in Fairlee, VT and is “grateful for his 
amazing Plymouth friends who offer a place to stay when the commute gets too crazy!”

On the porch - seated: 
Betsy Whitmore, 

Judy Mack, 
Jennifer Evans.

Standing:
Van & Betsy Adriance, 

Elizabeth Bierer, 
Ken Evans, 

Roger Larochelle, 
Michael and 

Loring Dworkin.
On the ground standing: 

Michael Bierer and
Will Mack.
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Holderness, NH 03245-0696
Phone: 603-968-7900
squamlakes.com
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Squam’s Land Trust

The Society’s mission is to preserve the unique quality and character of the Squam 
watershed by protecting lands for present and future generations.

Looking for the 
Perfect Holiday Gift?

How about an SLCS t-shirt or fleece vest?
Mens & Ladies Fleece Vests $45

Mens & Ladies T-Shirts $15

Kids T-Shirts $10

 Plus shipping

Email alicia@squamlakes.com or
call 603-968-7900
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Jean Jones lives in The Wirral, Northern England. A frequent summer guest of Tom and Liz Kelsey, Jean jotted this quick 
poem after attending the 2013 SLCS Annual Meeting.

Reflections
Jean Jones 

The haunting call of the loon drifts by
Where full moons and sunsets adorn the sky.
Mountains and trees reflect in the lake
And boats pass by, with hardly a wake.
Church Island, was a charm of its own
One of its kind, it stands out alone.
Squam Lake exudes its special charm. 
We pray in the future it comes to no harm.

Long live conservation!!

Squam Outlook is printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper manufactured from sustainable raw materials
and free of chlorine chemistry.


